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Abstract In order to meet the requirements of ground calibration of star sensor and assorted usage with single
star simulators, a light source coupled by integrating sphere and multiple optical fibers is designed based on the
characteristics of conventional light source of star simulators. The luminance of each single star emitted by star
simulation is controlled by each coupled beam. According to the requirements of indicators, the types of light
source, integrating sphere and optical fiber can be confirmed by analyzing the energy in perspective of
photometry. Using simulation model established by Light tools and analyzing the simulation results, it is found
that the fiber-coupled light source meets the design requirements, and the illumination simulation error of each
magnitude is similar to the practical illumination error and both of them are not more than ±10%.
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反射式单星模拟器光纤耦合光源设计
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摘要 为了满足星敏感器地面标定及配合多个单星模拟器使用要求，针对传统星模拟器光源的特点，设计了一种积

分球与多光纤耦合的模拟器光源，每一单星模拟器星点亮度由每一路耦合光束控制。根据指标要求，在光度学角度

上对能量进行分析，并确定光源、积分球以及光纤的选取。利用 Light tools建立仿真模型，分析仿真结果，最终结果

表明该光纤耦合光源满足设计要求，每个星点用 Light tools模拟照度误差与实际模拟照度误差相近且两者均不大

于±10%。
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1 Introduction
Star simulator is a ground calibration device for star sensor. We conduct a research by using the relative

parameters such as spectral types, absolute luminosity and point image quality in order to simulate single-
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star or multi-star simulator. In this way, the characteristics of the star points like star magnitude, star size
and spectrum can be accurately simulated with high precision. The calibration of both the detection ability
and spatial resolution of the star sensor could be achieved on the ground [1-2]. Traditional star simulator has
two approaches to design star map display device. One is liquid crystal display (LCD) back light meshing with
fixed star tester, and the other is liquid crystal light valve controlling back light [3]. The disadvantage of these
two light sources is that they can only realize one light source employed by one star simulator. Aiming at the
requirements of a star sensor, a kind of light source with a combination of integrating sphere and optical fiber
is designed in this paper to realize one light source utilized by several star simulators.

2 Design of fiber-coupled light source
2.1 Design requirements of fiber-coupled light source

The fiber-coupled light source includes integrating sphere light source and fiber coupling transmission
system. The incident lights are diffused countlessly in the integrating sphere and then coupled into fiber
directly, finally they are emerged from the output port of optical fiber. Here, the output port of optical fiber
is exactly the simulated star point. The light traveling path is shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Light traveling path
According to the calibration requirement of the star sensor, the main technical specifications of fiber-

coupled light source are shown in table 1.
Table 1 Technical specifications of fiber coupling light source

Parameter

Star point radius /mm
Star magnitude spectrum /nm

Aperture of reflective optical system /mm
Incident angle of optical system /(°)

Illumination simulation error /%

Performance index

12
0 to +6

450 to 800
100
5.723
≤±10

2.2 Selection of integrating sphere and optical fiber
For integrating sphere light source, in view of the practical application, the opening area of integrating

sphere should be not more than 10% of the total area of the inner wall. So increasing the volume of
integrating sphere can improve illuminance uniformity at the outlet. Besides, the experience shows that,
the diameter of the hole should be less than 1/10 of the integrating sphere diameter in order to guarantee
the illuminance at the outlet with the uniformity of about 1%. For overall consideration, the parameters
of the integrating sphere are determined in Table 2 as follows.

Table 2 Parameters of integrating sphere

Parameter
Diameter of integrating sphere /m

Reflectance
Spectrum range /nm

Performance index
1

0.98
300 to 850

In the practical application of optical fiber, the coupling efficiency of the optical fiber and light beam
is determined by the following factors, including the matching of source luminous area and fiber core
area, the matching of light source divergence angle qlight and optical fiber numerical aperture angle qc

[4]. In
optical fiber, the condition of total reflection for light beam is

{D light ≤ D core
θ light < θc

, (1)

Where Dlight and Dcore are the diameters of source luminous area and fiber core area.
Combining with the technical index of light source, the relative parameters of optical fiber are

displayed in table 3.
Table 3 Parameters of optical fiber

Parameter
Diameter of core /mm

Numerical aperture NA
Angular aperture /(°)

Length /m

Performance index
20
0.5
60
10

2
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3 Energy and structure analysis of coupled light source
In order to design the coupled light source, a mass of calculation needs to be done about energy in

perspective of photometry. Firstly, the luminous flux is assumed to be Φ o , which unit is lm, the direct
illumination intensity produced by light on the internal surface of integrating sphere is E1 , and the
diffused light luminance in the integrating sphere produced by direct light is L1 . L1 can be derived as

L1 = ρ sE1
π , (2)

where ρ s is the reflectance of integrating sphere.
All the diffused light on the inner wall of integrating sphere for the first time can bring the second

diffusion and give another illumination intensity E2 . The illumination on unit area at permanent position
produced by differential area of the inner wall of the integrating sphere is known and the integral is
done for the whole inner surface of the integrating sphere [5]. Then E2 has following relation:

E2 = ρ sΦ o /4πR2 , (3)
where R is the radius of integrating sphere, which unit is mm.

Then the illumination at a certain point in the integrating sphere after heaps of times diffusion is

E = E1 + E2 + … + En = E1 + ρ sΦ o
4πR2 (1 - ρ s) . (4)

The secured fiber bundle is installed at the hole of integrating sphere. According to the working
principle of integrating sphere, the illumination that each fiber accepts is equal to be E f . The aperture
angle of fiber is θc, the diameter of fiber core is D core , and the fiber length is L . Thus the effective
illumination at the exit port of fiber within the aperture limits is

E f = Φ o (1 - cos 2θc)
8πR2 ∙ ρ s

1 - ρ s
. (5)

Then the luminous flux transmitted into each fiber is

Φ incident = Ef∙4πæ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷

D core
2

2
. (6)

The light beam transmits by means of diffusion in the optical fiber until reaching the output port. The
number of diffusion times [6] is

N =
L sin θc

2
D core

, (7)

where L is the length of fiber, which is 10 m, however, the aperture of fiber is only tens of micrometers,
and the estimated numbers of reflection may be thousands of times. Therefore, it is obvious that the
energy loss is nearly zero in the process of total reflection. This suggests that the flux Φ incident at the input
port is equal to the flux Φ emergent at the output port of the optical fiber. According to the aperture angle of
optical fiber θc , solid angle of emergent light of optical fiber can be calculated as

Ω = 2π(1 - cos θc). (8)
The luminous intensity which enters into the optical system from output port of optical fiber can be

calculated as

I = Φ emergent
Ω = Φ incident

2π(1 - cos θc) . (9)

Bring Eq.(5) into Eq.(9), the luminous intersity I can be obtained

I =
E f∙4πæ

è
ç

ö
ø
÷

D core
2

2

2π(1 - cos θ c) . (10)

The angle of beam that enters into the reflective optical system of star simulator is known as
U = 5.732° . The actual solid angle of emergent light beam from optical fiber to optical system is

ΩM = 2π(1 - cos U ). (11)
The luminous flux, which enters into parabolic mirror, can be calculated as

Φ IM = IΩM. (12)
In fact, there is energy loss in the optical system. Reflective optical system of single star simulator is

shown in Fig.2. The light beam from fiber enters into parabolic mirror after reflected by plane mirror
and finally images are at infinity.

3
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Fig.2 Sketch diagram of reflective optical system
The parabolic mirror in this system is plated with aluminum. The average reflectance of aluminum

coating is shown in table 4.
Table 4 Reflectance of aluminum coating

Wavelength /nm

Reflectance

200 to 400

≥ 85%
400 to 700

≥ 90%
700 to 1000

≥ 90%
1000 to 10000

≥ 95%
In the wavelength range from 450~800 nm, the reflectance of aluminum coating is ρM = 0.9 .
After passing through the optical system, the emergent flux is

Φ EM =Φ IM∙ρM. (13)

The aperture of optical system is known to be A = 100 mm , and the emergent light area is S = πæ
è

ö
ø

A
2

2.
So the light illumination obtained eventually is

En = Φ EM
S

= Φ IM∙ρM

πæ
è

ö
ø

A
2

2 . (14)

At this point, En is the illumination of a magnitude which needs to be simulated.
Magnitude is divided by luminance. For each magnitude, luminance differs 2.512 times. Luminance

here is the illumination in photometry. According to the rules, the illumination of zero magnitude is
E0 = 2.56 × 10-6 lx under the condition of atmospheric extinction[7]. According to the design requirements,
0 to + 6 magnitude stars need to be simulated, and then the illumination range which needs to be
simulated is 2.56 × 10-6 to 6.654 × 10-10 lx . Taking the maximum illumination which needs to be simulated
into Eqs.(3)~(14), we can calculate out that the minimum flux of the light source is Φ o = 404 lm . The
relative parameters of light source are shown in table 5.

Table 5 Parameters of light source
Parameter

Voltage /V
Power /W

Spectrum range /nm
Luminous flux /lm

Performance index

6
20

380 to 820
410

Now, the selection of light, integrating sphere and optical fiber is determined, and the design of light
source by integrating sphere and optical fiber coupling is completed. Different wave ranges and
magnitude energy simulation can be realized by controlling filters and attenuator.

4 Simulation analysis of light source of optical fiber coupling
The simulation model of fiber-coupled light source is established by using Light tools, which mainly

includes integrating sphere source, optical fiber and effective optical system. The established model and
illumination simulation results are described in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Simulation model and results. (a) Integrating sphere; (b) optical fiber system

4
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The data shows that simulation results conform to the calculation results. So the fiber-coupled light
source can realize the simulation of magnitudes ranging from 0 to +6. For the technical requirement that
the illumination simulation error must be not more than ± 10% , and the zero magnitude illumination
accuracy calculation can be shown as an example. The raster chart of receiver by tracing 1000000 rays is
shown in Fig.4 and the illumination grids of receiver are shown in table 6.

Fig.4 Raster chart of zero magnitude simulation
Table 6 Illumination grids of receiver

Illumination
Minimum(M): 0 lx

Maximum (X): 2.7473×10-6 lx
Average (A): 2.0812×10-6 lx

Contrast ratio: 1
Standard deviation: 9.7426×10-7

Average deviation: 0.4683

The simulated illumination value shown in the table is 2.747 × 10-6 lx. The illumination of zero

magnitude is 2.56 × 10-6 lx[8], and the simulation error of illumination is （2.747 - 2.56） × 10-6

2.56 × 10-6 = 7.3%,
which can meet the demand that the required error is not more than ±10%.

The calculation of illumination simulation error for 0 to +6 magnitudes can be done according to the
methods above. The results are shown in table 7.

Table 7 Illumination simulation error
Magnitude

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Theoretical illumination /10-6

2.56

1.01

0.406

0.162

0.0645

0.0256

0.0101

Simulation illumination /10-6

2.747

0.9257

0.4398

0.1750

0.05875

0.02773

0.01041

Simulation error /%

7.3

-8.3

8.3

8.0

-8.9

8.3

3.0

In the practical application,the illumination can be detected by illuminometer[9], and the detected
results are shown in table 8.

Table 8 Practical illumination error
Magnitude

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Theoretical illumination /10-6

2.56

1.01

0.406

0.162

0.0645

0.0256

0.0101

Practical illumination /10-6

2.75

0.93

0.439

0.176

0.0591

0.0277

0.02106

Simulation error /%

7.4

-7.9

8.1

8.6

-8.3

8.2

4.9

The results in the table show that the practical illumination error is similar to the simulation error.
Simulation errors are all within ±10%, and the fiber-coupled light source meets the simulation accuracy
requirement.

5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the fiber-coupled light source designed in this paper achieves the goal that one source

can be employed by several star simulators. The selection of light, integrating sphere and optical fiber
can be made by precise calculation according to technical specifications. After the simulation and

5
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analysis of the fiber- coupled light source using optical simulation software, the analysis result shows
that the light source can be adjusted from 0 to +6 star magnitudes, and the simulation accuracy is within
±10% as well, which meets the technical requirements. On the whole, the designed fiber-coupled light
source has a practical significance for the design and development of light source of star simulator.
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